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In this paper we derive, under certain conditions, an asymptotic formula for 
the number of solutions of diophantine inequalities involving systems of linear 
forms. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let A = (ai,) be a matrix of real numbers with r rows and s columns, 
and let B = (& ,..., b ) r be an r-tuple of real numbers. We use Ai to denote 
the ith row of A, and A’ to denote the jth column. By Q = (ql ,..., q8) 
and P = (pl ,..., pr) we denote vectors with integral components. Suppose 
X,!I is a decreasing function on the positive reals with values between 0 
and 1, and assume Jr P-%/J(~)* dt diverges. We define A(k) to be the number 
of solutions Q, P of the system 
O<Q.Ai-bb,-pp,<#(h), i = I,..., r, 
where Q . Af denotes the inner product qlail + **a + q,ai, . Schmidt [4] 
has shown for almost all matrices A (in the senseof Lebesgue measure 
in rs-space) 
A(k) - 2”s Ik t”-‘+(t)’ dt. (1) 
It is natural to ask when this asymptotic formula holds for a specific A. 
Let g be a positive increasing function. We say A has type < g if 
for all P, Q with H = max 1 pi I sufficiently large. In the case of simul- 
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taneous approximations (s = l), Adams [l] has shown that (1) holds 
provided A has type < g and $(t)’ t/g(ty(T+2)/(“+1) increases to infinity. 
Adams’ theorem is a generalization of a result of Lang [3] where r = s = 1. 
In this paper we prove the following generalization of these results. 
THEOREM. Assume A has type < g. If 
F(t) TI-2S = t)(t)’ t”g(t”l’)-” 
is increasing to injinity and #(t) is decreasing, then 
X(k) = 2”s I,* t”-lt)(t>’ dt + 0 (6 t”-l$(t>‘F(t)-l dt). 
Note that this actually includes a slightly stronger theorem than 
Adams’ simultaneous approximation theorem, because, for s = 1, the 
hypothesis that 4(t)’ t/g(N) increases to infinity, imposes less of a 
restriction on # than does the corresponding condition in Adams’ result. 
However, in the case r = s = 1, the above theorem is not as strong as 
Lang’s result. Lang has a better error term. 
One could give applications of this result similar to those found in 
[l, 31. Also, the theorem could be stated and proved p-adically. 
2. THE UNIFORM CASE 
We assume A and $ satisfy the hypothesis of the theorem. Let E be 
any number 2$(k). Set fk = [k/F(k)} and note that 1 < fk < k for k 
sufficiently large. In this section we find an estimate for the number 
N(k, E) of solutions P, Q of the inequalities 
p k-fi<,~~~~IqiI Gk 
QGQ.Ai-bb,-pp,<~, i = I,..., r. 
We use the same geometric method used by Adams in [l]. 
Put n = r + s. If x = (x1 ,.,., x,J define 
Li(x) = ~&)(xi + Ai-, . x’) 
for 1 < i < s, 
for s + 1 < i < n, 
where x’ = (x1 ,..., x,). Let rl be the set of all n-tuples (L,(x),..., L,(x)) 
with x E Zn. Let ei denote the n-tuple with 1 in the ith position and 0 
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elsewhere, Then (1 is a lattice in R” with basis &(eJ,..., L,(eJ) 
(i = l,..., n) and determinant 
det A = fkr/~7. (2) 
We see that N(k, E) is the number of points of d in the region of R” 
defined by 
Suppose L is a lattice in R”. Choose a fundamental parallelepiped 
for L, and let d be the length of the longest line segment contained in it. 
Let S be a bounded measurable set in Rn. Define Bd to be the set of all 
points of R” no further from the boundary of S than d, and assume Bd 
is also measurable. Then it is well known that the number N of points 
of L in S satisfies 
1 N - 1 S I/det L ) < 1 Bd I/det L, 
where 1 S ( denotes the measure of S. Now, take L = d and let S be the 
region defined by (3). In this case 
1 S 1 = (2”k” - 2”(k -fk)s)fk’ 
Also, we have 
if 
) Bd I = O(k”-lf,‘d) 
d<f,. (4) 
Here, and in the following the constants implied by 0 and < depend 
only on n and A. Hence, using the value for det L = det II given in (2), 
N(k, c) = 2?w’ j-;f P-l dt + O(k@r’d) 
k 
(5) 
provided (4) holds. So we must find an upper bound for d. 
Let p1 ,..., I*,, be the successive minima of A with respect to the distance 
function D* polar to the distance function D(x) = max,ciGn I xi I. It can 
be shown there is a basis c, ,..., c, of (1 satisfying 
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(see [2, Chapter V, Lemma 81). So, if we choose d to be the diameter of 
the fundamental parallelepiped determined by this basis, we see 
d d I cl I + -.. +lc,I~~*(cl)+~~~+~*(c,)~‘tL,. 
If pl* denotes the first successive minimum of the polar lattice of rl 
with respect to D(X) = maxlcifn j xi [, then by a theorem of Mahler 
[2, Chapter VIII, Theorem VI] 
So, we can find an upper bound for p,, and, hence, for d by finding a lower 
bound for pl*. This is where the idea of type comes in. 
For y = (yl ,..., yJ define 
for j = l,..., s, 
for j = s + l,..., n, 
where y” = (Y~+~ ,..., y,). Also define the lattice 
A* = wK(Y),..., K(y)): Y E zn>. 
From the definition of L< and 44, it follows that 
x * Y = 1 Jw) WY). 
2 
So we see that (1* is the polar lattice of /l, i.e., A* is the set of all y E Rn 
suchthatx*yEZforallxE/1. 
Choose y E Z” such that 
Let II a II denote the difference, taken positively, between a and the nearest 
integer. Then 
with P = (Y~+~ ,..., y,J. Since A has type ,< g, this implies 
lIfw(H) G p1*, 
where H = max s+l<i(n ) yi 1. But, by the choice of y, 
(6) 
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Therefore, we can replace H*J” in (6) by (f&1*/~)r/8 and then solve for 
pl* to get 
pl* > @lsk”“g(H)“‘“. (7) 
By Dirichlet’s theorem, there is z # 0 in 2” satisfying 
11 Ai . (z,+~ ,..., .zs)ll -C k-l, j = l,..., S, 
/ zi 1 < k”l’, i = s + l,..., n. 
So, by the definition of pl*, 
pl* < max(F, (c/fJ IV/‘). 
Butfk < k, for k large, and 
E > #(k) = F(k)1+2*/rg(ksJr)slr k-$lr. 
Hence, if k is large, 
(c/fk) k”J’ > F(k)1+2slr g(k”/r)“/r/k > k-l, 
SO 
and, therefore, since g is increasing, (7) implies 
Now, by Mahler’s theorem 
d < pn < Ui”&*“‘)*/W” KfJFo. 
Since (4) is clearly satisfied it follows from (5) that 
N(k, c) = 2?W J;x, P--l dt + o(k’-%cf/F(k)). 
-1 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
(8) 
We now follow Lang [3]. Since # is decreasing we see that 
N(k, +(W < 44 - W -fd < NW, $(k -fk)). 
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So, by (8), with E = G(k), and E = #(k -Sk), 
w  - 4k -Xl 
= 2”s#(k)’ y, P-1 dt 
+ NW “f2 - WY) k”-lf, + #(k -.A$ Wfi/F(k)) (9) 
Note F increasing implies #(t)’ tS is also increasing. Hence, 
W -h)r (k -.W d #Wk" < WY Kk -A$ + sk"-'f)), 
so 
$tk -fk)’ - WY d ~k”-lsW’f,ltk -fd” K&,W)r/k < #(W/F(k), 
and, therefore, also 
4@ - fi)’ < gli(k)‘. 
Using these estimates in (9) we get 
h(k) - A(k -f%) = f”sJ/(k) 6, t*-l dt + 0 ( “‘k;c;;-“,. (10) 
k 
Now F(t) + co. So if k is large enough 
k -J% 2 k(l - l/F(k)) > k/2, 
and, therefore, because 4(t) and l/F(t) are both decreasing, we get 
NW k”-lf,/W < W3’ tk - hJ”-WW> 
Also, using the fact that # is decreasing, we get 
9(k) j-:fk ts-l dt = s:-, a,!(t)’ t-l dt + O(($(k -ffiy - 4(k)‘) k”-Lf,). 
02) 
We have already estimated the error term in this last expression. So 
(10)-(12) yield 
X(k) - X(k -fk) = 28s s,“_, 
k 
$(t>’ P--l dt + 0 (ltL, “;t;-’ d+ 
The theorem now follows by summing inductively. 
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